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ABSTRACT 
 

This paper purposed an image based steganography that uses the Least Significant Bits (LSB) techniques and pseudo-random 

encoding technique on images to enhance the security of the communication. In the L-SB approach, the fundamental thought 

is to replace the Least Significant Bits (LSB) of the cover picture with the Bits of the messages to be covered up without 

pulverizing the property of the cover image significantly. The LSB-based method is the most difficult one as it is hard to separate 

between the cover-object and stego-object if few LSB bits of the cover are replaced. In Pseudo-Random technique, an arbitrary 

key is utilized as a seed for the Pseudo-Random Number Generator is required in the inserting procedure. Both the systems 

utilized a stego-key while installing messages inside the cover picture. By utilizing the key, the chance of getting attacked by the 

attacker is reduced. 
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1. INTRODUCTION TO STEGANOGRAPHY 
Digital steganography is the craftsmanship and investigation of concealing correspondences; a steganographic technique 

subsequently inserts mystery information out in the open spread media so as not to stir a busybody's doubt. A steganographic 

technique has two fundamental angles: steganographic limit and indistinctness. Be that as it may, these two attributes are inconsistent 

with one another. Besides, it is very hard to expand the steganographic limit and all the while keeping up the imperceptibility of a 

steganographic technique. Moreover, there are still extremely constrained techniques for steganography to be utilized with 

correspondence conventions, which speak to whimsical however encouraging steganography mediums. Digital picture 

steganography, as a technique for mystery correspondence, expects to pass on a lot of secret information, generally to the extent of 

spread photo, between conveying parties. Moreover, it expects to keep away from the doubt of non-imparting gatherings to this sort 

of correspondence. Consequently, this exploration addresses and proposes a few techniques to improve these major parts of digital 

photo steganography. Thus, a few attributes and properties of the digital photo have been utilized to expand the steganographic limit 

and upgrade the stego photo quality (perceptibility). This section gives a general prologue to the examination by first clarifying the 

exploration foundation. At that point, the principle inspirations of this examination and the exploration issue are characterized and 

talked about. Next, the examination point is recognized dependent on the setup meaning of the exploration issue and inspirations. 

Then, the main motivations of this study and the research problem are defined and discussed. Now, the research aim is identified 

based on the established definition of the research problem and motivations.  

 

1.1 Steganography and Cryptography 

Cryptography and steganography have different goals. Cryptography conceals only the meaning or contents of a secret message 

from an eavesdropper. However, steganography conceals even the existence of this message (Lou and Liu, 2002). Furthermore, 

steganography gives more privacy and data security than cryptography since it disguises the insignificant presence of secret message 

instead of just ensuring the message substance. In this way, one of the significant shortcomings of cryptosystems is that despite the 

fact that the message has been encoded, regardless it exists. 

 

Despite the fact that both cryptographic and steganographic techniques have secret communication, they have diverse definitions as 

far as system breaking. A cryptographic technique is viewed as broken if an attacker can read the secret message. In any case, a 

steganographic framework is viewed as broken if an attacker can recognize the presence or read the substance of the hidden message. 

Moreover, a steganographic system will be considered to have fizzled if an attacker suspects a particular file or steganography 

method even without decoding the message. Thus, this thought makes steganographic systems more delicate than cryptography 
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systems in terms of system failure. Additionally, steganographic systems must avoid all kinds of suspicion in order to achieve 

security and not be considered fizzled system. Since includes an additional layer of security to cryptography, joining steganography 

and encryption gives a definitive in private communication. In this manner, the reason for steganography is to supplement 

cryptography and to abstain from raising the suspicion of system attackers but not to replace cryptography.  

 

Stepwise explanation of this Encoding process is given below: 

Step 1: Select a cover image through which we want to send data using LSB and RGB technique. 

Step 2: Now initialize the text you want to send through the image. 

Step 3: Before sending the data we need to encrypt text data because of more safety and security options as we will able to send 

data to safe hands. 

Step 4: In this step, we put our data in LSB and send it through our communication sources. In a very normal manner. 

Step 5: As we already discussed above this is the improved version of the LSB technique by using RGB. The proposed approach is 

compatible with the gray level image as well as RGB colour image. For RGB colour image R-value, G value and B value 

will be considered as an individual pixel. The motivation behind this approach is to improve the quality of stego-image as 

well as to maximize the data hiding capacity of cover-image. A newly proposed key-pixel cipher is the safeguard of this 

approach. 

 

 
Fig. 1: Cover image 

 
Fig. 2: LSB image 

 

Data is encrypted and used in LSB 

Function (ax+b) mod 26 

 
Fig. 3: Improved LSB Image 

 

Stego Image Block Diagram: 

 
Fig. 4: Block use for initializing Stego image 

 

Step wise explanation of this Decoding process is given below: 

Step 6: Now select stegno image to decode the whole process 

Step 7: Now select LSB Decoding and we will able to obtain a cover image  

Step 8: In this step Improved LSB Decoding and we will able to obtain a cover image. 

Step 9: This is the final step through which we are able to decrypt data from the setgno image and got the final data. 
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Fig. 5: Stego image 

 
Fig. 6: LSB Decode image 

 

 
Fig. 7: Cover Image 

 

Finally, here we got decrypted data using symmetric XOR decryption 

 

2. CONCLUSION 
 We have developed the system which can embed an image or text into the image. 

 Developed an algorithm that can extract the hidden message that can be in the form of image or text from the image. 

 We develop the algorithm for encoding and decoding using LSB and random Improved LSB techniques. 

 In this paper perform the various test cases for the system using different images and different types of text and image messages. 

 Evaluate the performance of the existing system. 
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